In-Office Personal Digital Photo Coaching
for Doctors and Team Members - Worldwide

This unique, one-on-one learning experience pairs doctors or team members with an expert digital dental photo coach, live and on-line. One hour with your personal photo coach equals more than a day in a classroom setting. It’s by far the most efficient way to learn the ins and outs of digital dental photography.

Through the magic of Internet conferencing, you’ll be able to take digital pictures and share them live as you discuss the fine points with your coach.

This live on-line personal training can include any or all of the following topics for both portraits and intraoral dental photography:

- Camera settings
- Lighting requirements
- Poses and camera angles
- Filing and storing digital images
- Photo editing and manipulation
- PowerPoint

Your personal photo session will be conducted by Lawrence Brooks, DDS (CEO, Smile-Vision). Dr. Brooks is a digital photography veteran with nearly 20 years of experience in dental digital photography.

To learn more or to setup a training session, phone or E-mail Dr. Brooks. Discuss your leaning objectives in advance to arrange a customized training session.

The coaching tuition is $250 per hour session including telephone and Internet charges. Tuition may by applied toward any imaging or laboratory services offered by Smile-Vision within 30 days following the coaching session.

A high-speed Internet connection is required for this service.

Contact information for Dr. Brooks:
Phone: 800-623-2380 or 617-923-9616, Extension 13
E-mail: larrybrooks@smilevisison.net (put the word “photo” in the subject line)